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Drive critical, engaged learning and advanced skills
development. Enabling comprehensive, rounded
understanding, the student-centred approach actively
develops the sophisticated skills key to performance in Paper
2. Developed directly with the IB for the 2015 syllabus, this
Course Book fully supports the new comparative approach to
learning. - Cover the new syllabus in the right level of depth,
with rich, thorough subject content - Developed directly the
with IB, with the most comprehensive support for the new
syllabus with complete support for the comparative approach
- Truly engage learners with topical, relevant material that
convincingly connects learning with the modern, global world
- Streamline your planning, with a clear and thorough
structure helping you logically progress through the syllabus Build the advanced-level skills learners need for Paper 2, with
the student-led approach driving active skills development
and strengthening exam performance - Integrate Approaches
to learning with ATLs like thinking, communication, research
and social skills built directly into learning - Help learners
think critically about improving performance with extensive
examiner insight and samples based on the latest exam
format - The license is valid until 31st December 2023, for
use by a single student or teacher - Multiplatform access,
compatible with a wide range of devices - Your first login will
be facilitated by a printed access card that will be sent to you
in the mail
Drive critical, engaged learning and advanced skills
development. Enabling comprehensive, rounded
understanding, the student-centred approach actively
develops the sophisticated skills key to performance in Paper
2. Developed directly with the IB for the 2015 syllabus, this
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Course Book fully supports the new comparative approach to
learning. - Cover the new syllabus in the right level of depth,
with rich, thorough subject content - Developed directly the
with IB, with the most comprehensive support for the new
syllabus with complete support for the comparative approach
- Truly engage learners with topical, relevant material that
convincingly connects learning with the modern, global world
- Streamline your planning, with a clear and thorough
structure helping you logically progress through the syllabus Build the advanced-level skills learners need for Paper 2, with
the student-led approach driving active skills development
and strengthening exam performance -Integrate Approaches
to learning with ATLs like thinking, communication, research
and social skills built directly into learning - Help learners
think critically about improving performance with extensive
examiner insight and samples based on the latest exam
format - Build an advanced level, thematic understanding with
fully integrated Global Contexts, Key Concepts and TOK Also available as an Online Course Book
Packed full of interactive activities, this print and digital
Course Book pack has been developed directly with the IB to
fully reflect all aspects of the new language acquisition
syllabus, for first teaching in September 2018.
Drive critical, engaged learning. Helping learners more deeply
understand historical concepts, the student-centred approach
of this new Course Book enables broader, big picture
understanding. Developed directly with the IB and fully
supporting the new 2015 syllabus, the structured format helps
you easily progress through the new course content. - Cover
the new syllabus in the right level of depth, with rich, thorough
subject content - Developed directly the with IB, with the most
comprehensive support for the new syllabus - Truly engage
learners with topical, relevant material that convincingly
connects learning with the modern, global world - Streamline
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your planning, with a clear and thorough structure helping you
logically progress through the syllabus - Decipher source
evaluation, refine and progress analytical thinking and fully
embed vital Paper 1 skills, strengthening exam performance Integrate Approaches to learning with ATLs like thinking,
communication, research and social skills built directly into
learning - Help learners think critically about improving
performance with extensive examiner insight and samples
based on the latest exam format - The license is valid until
31st December 2023, for use by a single student or teacher Multiplatform access, compatible with a wide range of devices
- Your first login will be facilitated by a printed access card
that will be sent to you in the mail
Prepare IB learners to achieve and progress. Developed
directly with the IB for the revised syllabus first examined
2019, this Course Book fully supports all the SL and HL
themes. Integrating concept-based learning and with even
more support for EAL learners, this text helps you truly deliver
the IB approach to learning Geography. Fully support the
revised syllabus for first examination 2019, developed directly
with the IB Engage learners with topical case studies they
can instantly relate to the world around them Get the best
from your EAL students with straightforward language and
integrated definitions Simplify complex ideas and develop
conceptual awareness with a focused, concept-based
approach Build assessment potential, with assessment
support that secures the essential exam foundations
Supporting Study Guide fully prepares learners to succeed in
IB assessment Covers all the core and optional themes for SL
and HL The license is valid until 31st December 2025, for use
by a single student or teacher Multiplatform access,
compatible with a wide range of devices Your first login will be
facilitated by a printed access card that will be sent to you in
the mail
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Drive critical, engaged historical learning. Helping learners
more deeply understand historical concepts, the studentcentred approach of this new Course Book enables broader,
big picture understanding. Developed directly with the IB and
fully supporting the new syllabus for first examination 2017,
the clear, structured format helps you logically and easily
progress through the new course content. Cover the new
syllabus in the right level of depth, with rich, thorough subject
content Developed directly the with IB, with the most
comprehensive support for the new syllabus Truly engage
learners with topical, relevant material that convincingly
connects learning with the modern, global world Streamline
your planning, with a clear and thorough structure helping you
logically progress through the syllabus Decipher source
evaluation, refine and progress analytical thinking and fully
embed vital Paper 1 skills, strengthening exam performance
Integrate Approaches to learning with ATLs like thinking,
communi
Developed in cooperation with the IB, this student-friendly,
concept-based Course Book has been comprehensively
updated to support all aspects of the new English A:
Language and Literature syllabus, for first teaching in
September 2019. With in-depth coverage of the new Areas of
Exploration, global concerns, concepts and conceptual
questions, the resource provides a clear and accessible route
through the course - from text selection and analysis to
assessment. The IB English A: Language and Literature
Course Book is available in print, online and as a print and
online pack.

Written by experienced IB teachers and workshop
leaders, this fully updated edition offers unrivalled
coverage of the new 2014 syllabus. With the most
comprehensive coverage of all the SL and HL topics, a
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special focus on concept-based learning helps you fully
embed this new requirement - all the essential concepts
are integrated at every stage, including change, culture
and globalization. The only DP Business and
Management text developed with the IB, rigorous exam
support gives unrivalled insight into IB assessment and
drives high achievement. Thoroughly matched to the IB
philosophy and encouraging a truly outward-looking
approach, case studies and TOK connections ensure a
firm understanding of today's increasingly international
business environment. ·The most comprehensive
coverage of the new 2014 syllabus, written by
experienced IB teachers and workshop leaders
·Completely overhauled to comprehensively build the indepth subject knowledge learners need for success
·Fully embed the new concept-b
Suitable for standard and higher level students, this
resource is written by an experienced IB English teacher
following the English B syllabus. Features include
activities and authentic texts to develop reading and
comprehension, integrated study ideas for IB central
core, featuring LP (Learner profile), CAS (Creativity,
Action, Service), TOK (Theory of Knowledge) EE
(Extended Essay), and a Glossary with definitions of key
vocabulary. This title offers comprehensive learning and
support for teachers and students, ideas for extensive
reading material, activities to build language skills and
cultural understanding for extension essays, research,
exam preparation and a free teacher resources website:
ibdiploma.cambridge.org.
This comprehensive and engaging text, developed in
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cooperation with the IB, follows the new curriculum for
first assessment in 2022. With accessible, engaging
lessons students will actively relate economics to realworld issues and the global economy. The international
examples and case studies encourage students to
analyse economics in terms of present-day challenges
and concerns. Conceptual links are provided to help
students understand the over-arching big questions that
relate economics to the multi-faceted challenges of the
world economy including how it works and changes over
time. Through inquiry-based tasks and links to TOK and
ATL activities students will gain a deep understanding of
economics. Practice activities will develops the skills
required to succeed in the IB assessment including examstyle questions and data response questions. Clear
explanations will help students achieve assessment
success. About the Series: Oxford's IB Diploma Course
Books are essential resource materials designed in
cooperation with the IB to provide students with extra
support through their IB studies. Course Books provide
advice and guidance on specific course assessment
requirements, mirroring the IB philosophy and providing
opportunities for critical thinking.
Offering an unparalleled level of assessment support, IB
Prepared: Psychology has been developed directly with
the IB to provide the most up-to-date, authentic and
authoritative guidance on DP assessment.
"Cambridge resources for the IB diploma"--p. [4] cover.
Our bestselling IB Diploma course book for Economics
has been revised and updated in line with the 2011
syllabus change. Now in colour, with increased diagrams
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and photographs to support students' learning as well as
a CD-ROM that contains 17 handy revision sheets,
specimen papers, glossary, and weblinks for further
research.
Equip your learners with the skills central to success.
Enabling you to build, extend and perfect the skills
crucial to achievement, this text strengthens
performance in all areas of assessment. With a focus on
practical work that accessibly connects material to real,
global issues, itdevelops a thorough foundation of skills
that drive performance.
The most comprehensive coverage of the new 2014
syllabus for both SL and HL, this completely revised
edition gives you unrivalled support for the new conceptbased approach to learning, the Nature of Science. The
only DP Biology resource that includes support straight
from the IB, integrated exam work helps you maximize
achievement.
Comprehensively covering all the core and option units
for the 2009 syllabus at SL and HL, this text provides
unrivalled preparation for IB assessment and was
uniquely developed with the IB. Integrating examination
of ethical issues, research methods and more, it will spur
the highest levels of critical thought and support top
achievement.
A visually-striking and thought-provoking resource to
support Visual Arts for the IB diploma. Visual Arts for the
IB Diploma student book is tailored to the IB subject
guide for first exam 2016. This student book covers each
of the core areas of the Visual Arts course and links
them to theoretical, art-making and curatorial practices. It
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includes activities to give students practical ways to learn
and reflect on their work, as well as a wealth of case
studies and examples of students' work to aid
understanding of visual arts in the real world.
This course book supports the new syllabus for 2009 and
includes all options. It promotes cross-cultural links and
connections to TOK, international-mindedness and the
IB learner profile. Written by two experienced IB
examiners and teachers, it contains historical information
alongside data from the latest research. Students are
stimulated by a wealth of engaging activities and
features. They are encouraged to think critically and
relate ideas to other subjects and to world issues. There
is an emphasis on research and research methods, as
well as advice on internal and external assessment. New
edition available now - ISBN 978-0-19-838995-8
Directly linked to Oxford's bestselling DP Psychology
resources, this new Course Preparation resource
thoroughly prepares students to meet the demands of IB
Diploma Programme Psychology.Ideal for students who
have studied non-IB courses at pre-16 level, the text
introduces learners to the IB approach, terminology and
skills.
The only DP Biology resource developed with the IB to
accurately match the new 2014 syllabus for both SL and
HL, this completely revised edition gives you
unparallelled support for the new concept-based
approach to learning, the Nature of science..
Understanding, applications and skills are integrated in
every topic, alongside TOK links and real-world
connections to drive inquiry and independent learning.
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Assessment support directly from the IB includes
practice questions and worked examples in each topic,
along with focused support for the Internal Assessment.
Truly aligned with the IB philosophy, this Course Book
gives unrivalled insight and support at every stage.
·Accurately cover the new syllabus - the most
comprehensive match, with support directly from the IB
on the core, AHL and all the options ·Fully integrate the
new concept-based approach, holistically addressing
understanding, applications, skills and the Nature of
science ·Tangibly build assessment potential with
assessment support str
Comprehensively updated for the latest syllabus, for first
teaching September 2017, and developed directly with
the IB, the second edition of this popular Psychology
Course Book provides thorough coverage of all core and
optional units at Standard and Higher Level, as well as
assessment preparation support. Engaging, full-colour
activities and in-depth, international case studies bring
the theory to life, while structured opportunities for critical
thinking and concept-based learning help to develop
enquiring and independent learners. Clear and
accessible language, a robust reference section, support
for the Internal Assessment and TOK links ensure that all
learners progress through the DP Psychology course
with confidence.
Comprehensively updated to match the new DP
Psychology syllabus, for first teaching September 2017,
the second edition of this assessment-focused study tool
presents all the key concepts covered at Standard and
Higher Level, building learners' confidence and
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promoting long-term achievement in examinations. Key
concepts are broken down into manageable segments
as part of a concise, accessible format, reinforcing
understanding and facilitating effective revision. Rigorous
extension material provides opportunities for learners to
be stretched, whilst clear, straightforward language and
visual aids support EAL learners.
Equip learners to achieve in the Extended Essay. The
only support matched to the new IB Guide, this essential
resource provides learners a step-by-step pathway to
maximize achievement. With complete guidance for
every aspect of writing and researching, use this
resource to strengthen performance. Equip learners to
fully understand and address each requirement, with a
fully comprehensive outline of the assessment criteria
Enable effective planning, with step-by-step guidance on
independent research techniques Build the skills central
to performance in the Extended Essay, with techniques
and strategies that support success Fully support the
new IB guide, first assessed in 2018
Prepare IB learners to achieve and progress. Developed
directly with the IB for the revised syllabus first examined
2019, this Course Book fully supports all the SL and HL
themes. Integrating concept-based learning and with
even more support for EAL learners, this text helps you
truly deliver the IB approach to learning Geography. Fully
support the revised syllabus for first examination 2019,
developed directly with the IB Engage learners with
topical case studies they can instantly relate to the world
around them Get the best from your EAL students with
straightforward language and integrated definitions
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Simplify complex ideas and develop conceptual
awareness with a focused, concept-based approach
Build assessment potential, with assessment support
that secures the essential exam foundations Supporting
Study Guide fully prepares learners to succeed in IB
assessment Covers all the core and optional themes for
SL and HL
Equip learners to achieve in the Extended Essay. The
only support matched to the new IB Guide, this essential
resource provides learners with a step-by-step pathway
to maximize achievement. With complete guidance for
every aspect of writing and researching, use this
resource to strengthen performance. Equip learners to
fully understand and address each requirement, with a
fully comprehensive outline of the assessment criteria
Enable effective planning, with step-by-step guidance on
independent research techniques Build the skills central
to performance in the Extended Essay, with techniques
and strategies that support success Fully support the
new IB guide, first assessed in 2018
This book has been specifically designed to support the
student of the IB Diploma Programme in Theory of
Knowledge. It will stimulate students to think about
learning and knowledge from their own and from others'
perspectives in a way that crosses disciplines and
cultures. It will encourage reflection, discussion, critical
thinking, and awareness of the ways in which knowledge
is constructed, and will lead students to recognize the
implications of knowledge for issues of global concern.
The book is rooted in classroom experience and
provides class activities and supporting material for the
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whole of the TOK course.
This comprehensive and accessible book is designed for
use by students following the Theory of Knowledge
course in the International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma
Programme. The book is also useful for students
following other critical thinking courses. The fundamental
question in Theory of Knowledge is How do you know?
In exploring this question, the author encourages critical
thinking across a range of subject areas and helps
students to ask relevant questions, use language with
care and precision, support ideas with evidence, argue
coherently and make sound judgements.
The most comprehensive match to the new 2014
Chemistry syllabus, this completely revised edition gives
you unrivalled support for the new concept-based
approach, the Nature of science. The only DP Chemistry
resource that includes support directly from the IB,
focused exam practice, TOK links and real-life
applications drive achievement.
Featuring a wealth of digital content, this concept-based
Print and Enhanced Online Course Book Pack has been
developed in cooperation with the IB to provide the most
comprehensive support for the new DP Mathematics:
applications and interpretation HL syllabus, for first
teaching in September 2019.
Drive critical, engaged learning and advanced skills
development. Enabling comprehensive, rounded
understanding, the student-centred approach actively
develops the sophisticated skills key to performance in
Paper 2. Developed directly with the IB for the 2015
syllabus, this Course Book fully supports the new
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comparative approach to learning. Cover the new
syllabus in the right level of depth, with rich, thorough
subject content Developed directly the with IB, with the
most comprehensive support for the new syllabus with
complete support for the comparative approach Truly
engage learners with topical, relevant material that
convincingly connects learning with the modern, global
world Streamline your planning, with a clear and
thorough structure helping you logically progress through
the syllabus Build the advanced-level skills learners need
for Paper 2, with the student-led approach driving active
skills development and strengthening exam performance
Integrate Approaches to learning with ATLs like th
Designed for IB Higher Level History option 3, this book
will provide students with in-depth material for 7 of the 12
units that make up the option (1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 10 and 12).
Written by five experienced IB teachers, examiners,
workshop leaders and curriculum writers.
The Spanish course book is aimed at the 2011
Languages B Diploma programme and is suitable for
Higher and Standard level. It provides guidance about
topics that students need to deal with the themes, text
types and assessment required. The book covers all the
core and optional topics and has a separate unit on
literature.
Completely updated by a Business and Management
workshop leader to accurately match the new 2014
syllabus, this new edition includes a special focus on the
new concept-based learning requirement. Every topic is
comprehensively covered, plus full assessment support
drives high achievement and TOK links ensure learning
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aligns to the IB philosophy.
This new Study Guide has been written to meet the
needs of students taking the IB Diploma Programme in
Psychology. Concepts are precisely described, higher
level material is integrated and all the options are
covered. Students can use this book as a revision and
practice guide for the exam and for reinforcing concepts
throughout the course.
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